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Modulr partners with IRIS

Harnessing Modulr’s leading payments infrastructure, IRIS now enables SME owners and their accountants to pay 

salaries immediately when they run payroll each month. This crucially removes the requirement to have much-needed 

cash tied up for three days before every payday, as is currently the case when using BACs payments to pay salaries. 

With Modulr’s direct access to Faster Payments rails, salaries can be paid in seconds, which gives SMEs three extra days 

to manage their cash flow, and ensures funds are available for use across the business when required. Further 

enhanced by automatic file uploads which saves further time with regards to reconciliation.

Relieving this cash flow pressure means SME owners and accountants can focus on growing 

businesses; with precious time saved, manual processes removed and costly human errors 

reduced. Seamlessly embedding payments within the payroll process also ensures employees 

are paid the right amount on time, every time, instantly.

The partnership with Modulr is part of IRIS’ long-term ‘build, buy, partner’ strategy and aligns 

with their mission to take the pain out of processes and enable companies to focus on growing 

their business. The first IRIS payroll system to make use of the Modulr integration is IRIS Earnie, 

with further integrations to more IRIS offerings will follow in the coming months.www.modulrfinance.com

http://www.modulrfinance.com/
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The IRIS-Modulr API integration between Modulr’s payments and accounts infrastructure synchronises payroll calculations 

to payment entries from IRIS’ payroll software, enabling finance teams to view pending and paid payments, and approve 

outstanding payments from one single, secure online portal.

Andrew Burton, Head of Partner Channel, IRIS Software 

comments, 

“SME owners and accountants need to be able to plan their 

next critical steps to move forward with confidence. This 

requires a strong grasp of their cash flow, yet too often much-

needed cash is tied up in payroll. Partnering with Modulr, we 

can empower SMEs to take charge of their financials, ensure 

employees are paid on time, every time, and focus on growing 

their business.”

Myles Stephenson, CEO of Modulr comments, 

“SMEs are the backbone of the UK economy, but they’ve 

been seriously hamstrung by poor cash flow issues, 

especially in the last 18 months. And relying on inefficient, 

legacy payment processes is only compounding problems 

caused by external factors. We’re proud to be working with 

IRIS to support SME owners and their accountants as they 

grow and build by removing hidden payroll payment 

inefficiencies.”

Join the IRIS AFFINITY program and lets grow together. Contact: andrew.burton@iris.com 

Modulr partners with IRIS


